
CS4340: Probabilistic Programming Seminar
Lecture 1



A coin is tossed 3 times.  
What is the probability that at least one head was obtained?



All face cards are removed from a pack of 52 well-shuffled cards.  
From the remaining 40 cards, 4 cards are drawn randomly.  

What is the probability that 4 cards are from different suits and denominations? 



What is the probability of Delft flooding  
after a 5-day constant rain of 50 mm in Leidschendam?



All these questions fit the same format: 
 

What is the probability of X given Y, p(X|Y)?



 
What is the probability of X given Y, p(X|Y)?

The ability to answer this question is essential for trustworthy AI



 
What is the probability of X given Y, p(X|Y)?

This course will be 

• About computing this quantity 

• While making X, Y, and p(X|Y) complicated/complex 

• Even without knowing what X, Y, and p(X|Y) are



Outline for today

• What this course is about: probabilistic programming 

• What are probabilistic programs? 

• The anatomy of a probabilistic program 

• How will the course work



Wait a minute…. 

Isn’t p(X|Y) just a classifier? We did the in a machine learning course.



Discriminative ML

p(X|Y)                f(x) = y→

• Weak assumptions about the process 

• Only rely on data, needs lots of data 

• Difficult to impart human input, and get it from the system 

• Poor at estimating uncertainty



Generative ML

p(X|Y)                p(X,Y)→

• Strong assumptions about the process 

• Works with little or no data 

• Flexible





Probabilistic reasoning



A few more detailed examples



What are we interested in?                                What can we observe?

Particle types LHC detector response
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Composite part temperature over time Over and surface temperature over time
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Infection rate of disease Infections over time





What are we interested in?                                What can we observe?

Particle types LHC detector response

Composite part temperature over time Over and surface temperature over time

Infection rate of disease Infections over time

A skill of a player Match outcomes













How do we represent probabilistic models?



Your house has an alarm system against burglary. 

 
You live in a seismically active area and the alarm system 
can occasionally be set off by an earthquake.  

 
You have two neighbours, Mary and John, who do not know each other. 

  
If they hear the alarm they call you, but this is not guaranteed. 



Burglary Earthquake

Alarm

Mary 
calls

John 
calls
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Burglary Earthquake

Alarm

Mary 
calls

John 
calls

p(B) p(E)

p(A|B,E)

p(M|A) p(J|A)

Bayesian networks perspective

p(B,E,A,M,J) = p(B) p(E) p(A|B,E) p(M|A) p(J|A)



What is difficult to do with Bayesian Networks?



What is difficult to do with Bayesian Networks?

Continuous values?
Changing number of variables?
Lots of variables?



From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs

PPLs are programming languages with two special constructs

sample( )                   sample a value from distribution Ξ Ξ

observe( , y)              condition the variable y to have value 
                                          from distribution 

Γ
Γ



From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs

Burglary Earthquake
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p(M|A) p(J|A)



From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs
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Events become variables
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From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs

Burglary Earthquake

Alarm

Mary John 

p(B) p(E)

p(A|B,E)

p(M|A) p(J|A)

Events become variables from which we sample

Var burglary = sample(Bernoulli(0.001))

Var earthquake = sample(Bernoulli(0.001)) 

Var alarm = if burglary & earthquake 
                                sample(Bernoulli(0.95)) 
                      elif ….

Var maryCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.99)) if alarm else …

Var johnCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.8)) if alarm else …
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From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs

Def my_first_probabilistic_program():

return johnCalls

Var burglary = sample(Bernoulli(0.001))

Var earthquake = sample(Bernoulli(0.001)) 

Var alarm = if burglary & earthquake 
                                sample(Bernoulli(0.95)) 
                      elif ….

Var maryCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.99)) if alarm else …

Var johnCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.8)) if alarm else …

Prior

Posterior



From Bayesian networks to probabilistic programs

Def my_first_probabilistic_program():

return johnCalls

Var burglary = sample(Bernoulli(0.001))

Var earthquake = sample(Bernoulli(0.001)) 

Var alarm = if burglary & earthquake 
                                sample(Bernoulli(0.95)) 
                      elif ….

Var maryCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.99)) if alarm else …

Var johnCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.8)) if alarm else …

Prior

Posterior

observe(Bernoulli(1), alarm) Likelihood



PPLs look like ‘normal’ programs but return distributions

Def my_first_probabilistic_program():

return johnCalls

Var burglary = sample(Bernoulli(0.001))

Var earthquake = sample(Bernoulli(0.001)) 

Var alarm = if burglary & earthquake 
                                sample(Bernoulli(0.95)) 
                      elif ….
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PPLs look like ‘normal’ programs but return distributions

Def my_first_probabilistic_program():

return johnCalls

Var burglary = sample(Bernoulli(0.001))

Var earthquake = sample(Bernoulli(0.001)) 

Var alarm = if burglary & earthquake 
                                sample(Bernoulli(0.95)) 
                      elif ….

Var maryCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.99)) if alarm else …

Var johnCalls = sample(Bernoulli(0.8)) if alarm else …

observe(Bernoulli(1), alarm)



Why programs?

The most expressive representation we have at the moment

Can represent any computable process

Therefore, we can probabilistically reason about anything computable

Interpretable!





Key elements of probabilistic programs



Intuition



Intuition



Intuition



Intuition
Inference



Intuition
Inference



In your first-year probability course

P(A) =
events in which A happens

All possible events

P(A |B) =
events in which A and B happen

events in which B happens



In your first-year probability course

P(A) =
events in which A happens

All possible events

P(A |B) =
events in which A and B happen

events in which B happens

What is the probability that a probabilistic program defines?



A probabilistic program defines a distribution over traces

Trace: values returned by sample statements in one execution

p(x, y) =
T

∏
t=1

fat
(xt |x1:t−1)

N

∏
n=1

gn(yn |x1:τ(n))

“Prior” probs 
probabilities of sample

“Likelihood” probs 
probabilities of observe



Things to remember from this lecture

Probabilistic programs automate probabilistic inference

Many many problems can be naturally expressed as PP

How do we write probabilistic programs 

What probabilistic programs specify



Topics: a grand tour



Topics: a grand tour



Topics: a grand tour



All course practicalities

https://sebdumancic.github.io/courses/1_prob_prog/ 

https://sebdumancic.github.io/courses/1_prob_prog/


Course practicalities

This is a seminar course

I expect you to come prepared

I expect you to do more than just learn the material

There is no textbook, we will use research papers

I expect you to talk more than me



Course components

Paper reviews  (0%) 

Participation   (10%) 

Presentation  (25%) 

Research report  (65%)



Course components: Presentation

Each of you will present one paper 

Your goal is to present the idea as understandable as possible 
                   (and prepare discussion points) 

Schedule a meeting with me at least 2 days in advance



Course components: Report

Design a research project without executing it 

Four components: 
        - Topic description 
        - Relation to other topics in the course 
        - Analysis of the state of the art 
        - Research design(s). (What, How, Why, Wrong, Experiments) 

Feedback time



Why take this course?

You are interested in a principled and unifying paradigm of AI

You want to become a truly Bayesian expert so that you know what your 
          AI models don’t know 

You want to develop your research skills

You are interested in research



Why not take this course?

If you are looking for an easy course

If you are not in the mood for being out of your comfort zone



Last remarks

Choose your papers by September 12

The course is suitable both for 1st and 2nd year of MSc

The official PPL for the class if Gen.jl


